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Faculty and Staff of The Undersea Warfare Academic Group
CODE NAMES POSITION ROOM PHONE E-MAIL





PH/Ba Steve Baker Associate Professor Physics SP144 2732/85 baker@physics.nps.navy.mil
UW/Bt Al Bottoms Chair of Mine WarfareAcademic Group RO-201I 3770 ambottom@nps.navy.mil
OC/Bft Bob Bourke Professor Oceanography SP339B 3270 bourke@oc.nps.navy.mil
UW/Br Don Brutzman Assistant Professor Undersea Warfare RO200 2149 brutzman@nps.navy.mil
OC/Ci Ching-Sang Chiu Associate Professor OceanographyOC/Ci SP344 3239/2160 chiu@usw.nps.navy.mil
EC/Hi RalphHippenstiel Associate Professor ECE Sp-460 2633 hippenst@ece.nps.navy.mil
PH/Kn Robert Keolian Associate Professor Physics Sp-101L 2232/3115 bonzo@physics.nps.navy.mil
UW KhosrowLashkari Visiting Professor Undersea Warfare RO106/MBARI 775-1731 lakh@mbari.org
PH/Sd James Sanders Associate Professor Physics Sp146B 2931/2116 jsanders@nps.navy.mil
MA/Sd Clyde Scandrett Associate Professor Mathematics GL347 2027 cscand@math.nps.navy.mil
37 Bob Young CDR,USN, EW&SP Curricular Officer RO103K 2135 ryoung@nps.navy.mil
PH/Sk Kevin Smith Assistant Professor Physics SP142A 2107 kevin@physics.ups.navy.milkevin@usw.nps.navy.mil
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